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This book contains an explanatory treatment of the core areas of difficulty 
for the English speaking learner of French. It deals with the key issues in 
tense formation and use and verbal structures and processes such as nega-
tion, passives and subjunctives along with a highly exemplified treatment 
of pronouns and a section dealing with adjectives and other elements of the 
grammar.

It fills a gap between general text books of French in which grammatical 
issues are frequently treated piecemeal and scattered throughout the book 
in between more communicative information on one hand and exhaustive 
reference grammars aimed at graduate and research students on the other 
which would be beyond the level of intellectual maturity of most school 
children and some non-specialist undergraduates.

It has the advantage of treat-
ing each grammatical issue in 
detail but without being too 
long-winded, explaining the 
systems and processes which 
underlie the facts of the lan-
guage. The emphasis is on explanation and not merely the listing of facts, 
enabling the learner to master the system and become an independent 
user of the language. It could be used highly successfully either as a class-
room aid alongside the more usual textbooks which are organized typically 
around topics and themes in society or for self-study for the committed 
individual learner of any age. There are extensive exercises and answers for 
all topics covered.
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Understanding Core French Grammar

“This lucid, accessible and user-friendly book fills an unfortunate gap in the 
literature on French grammar. 
I have no doubt that generations of students will be grateful to Andrew Betts 
for making their language-learning so much easier and more enjoyable.”
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